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KeyLine Chargers Dual Battery Kit Installation Instructions 

Installation of the KeyLine Chargers Dual Battery Kit is a relatively simple and requires no special knowledge 
of vehicle electrical systems and uses tools available in most home workshops. 



Tools required: 
a) Cutting pliers, side cutters or cable stripper to cut and strip the cable
b) Crimping or electricians pliers for terminal crimping
c) Spanner set or socket set
d) Philips screwdriver
e) Hairdryer or flame for heat shrink tubing
f) Power drill and 3.5mm (9/64) drill bit
g) Voltmeter
These instructions assume you have purchased and mounted your auxiliary battery (preferably a deep cycle)
in your vehicle.
1. Lay out your Dual Battery Kit and check that all the components have been included.
You should have:
1 x Smart Battery Isolator with mounting screws
1 x 6 meter length of 10mm sq red cable terminated at both ends
1 x 61cm (24”) black ground cable
2 x Positive Marine battery terminals
1 x Negative Marine battery terminal
1 x SC25-10 Copper crimp lug
2 x 16-8 Copper crimp lugs
2 x Red heat shrink
1 x Insulated blue ring terminal
6 x 200mm cable ties
2. Isolate the starting battery by removing the negative terminal.
3. Select a location for the Smart Battery Isolator that is easily accessible and will not have the cables
running near exhausts or direct heat. You can mount the isolator in any position or location in or outside of
your vehicle, choose a location that is most convenient.
4. Remove the lower mounting plate from the SBI to use as a template and mark the position of the four (4)
holes to be drilled. Drill the holes using a 3.5mm (9/64) drill bit.
5. Secure the two (2) blind holes of the base with the short 4mm screws.
6. Take the six (6) meter length of red cable, which has been terminated at both ends, and beginning from
the center of the mounting plate, run the cable along the inner guard and firewall to the positive terminal
of the starting battery. While using caution to keep the wiring away from any moving parts, cut the cable to
length (see wiring diagram below for standard installation).
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Note - You will have to cut the notched sections in the SBI housing where you require the cable to exit.
12. Mount the SBI to the bottom plate and fix with the two (2) longer 4mm screws.
13. Secure the black ground lead on the SBI to the selected ground point.
14. Fit the Positive (Red +) battery terminal and the Negative (Black -) battery terminal to the auxiliary
battery and tighten.
15. On the auxiliary battery BLACK ground cable, select a nearby body bolt or drill an 8mm hole in the
inner guard. Secure one end of the 61cm (24”) black ground cable, ensuring a secure and clean (bare
metal) connection.
16. Attach the RED lead from the SBI to the positive (+) terminal of the auxiliary battery, then secure
the cable using the cable ties.
17. Attach the other end of the BLACK ground lead to the negative (-) terminal of the auxiliary battery.
18. Before fitting the battery terminal to the positive side of the start battery, check the type of the
existing battery terminal. If it has a stud and nut on the terminal to secure the existing wiring, connect
to the existing terminal.
19. Attach the RED cable from the SBI to the positive (+) terminal of the start battery, and secure the
cable using the cable ties.
20. Reconnect the start battery ground cable.

Relax the hard work is done, and now you will do some testing.

21. Test for a proper ground on the auxiliary battery by placing a voltmeter across the positive (+) and
negative (-) terminals, and take a reading. Remove the negative (-) probe and place on any ground point
on the body or engine (not the point the ground cable is mounted). Both readings should be the same. If
the readings are not the same, check to make sure the ground cable has a clean and secure connection.
22. Start the vehicle’s engine.
23. When the starting battery’s voltage reaches cut-in voltage (it should immediately because the
alternator running will be above cut-in voltage), the relay will close automatically and allow the auxiliary
battery to be charged. This is indicated by the red light on the front panel of the SBI being illuminated.
24. Ensure that the auxiliary battery is charging by checking that the voltage is above 13.0V.
25. Turn off the engine.
26. Check that the SBI disengages when the start battery’s voltage falls below cut-out voltage. This can
take some time. Speed up the process by turning on the headlights or leaving the door open and the
interior lights on.

If the SBI works as per the above tests, congratulations! You have successfully installed your 
KeyLine Chargers Dual Battery Kit. 
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FAQ 
12V 140 Amp Dual Battery Isolator by Keyline Chargers 
Q: I have a larger amperage alternator, is it safe to use with this isolator? 
A: Our isolator is rated at a constant 140 amps, with a peak of 200 amps. The vast majority of applications will 
draw a maximum of 40-60 amps at any one time. 220 amps is the maximum output for the alternator that we 
recommend use with. For reassurance, a 140 amp breaker or fuse to protect the isolator can be used. 

Q: How do I solve an issue where the isolator frequently clicks on and off? 
A: The isolator cutting in and out is the result of a ground issue - ensure the ground connection is touching 
bare metal as opposed to painted chassis or body. Unmount the isolator and gently tug the ground cable 
(where it goes into the silicone seal in the isolator) to verify that the internal connection is intact. 

Q: Will the isolator charge a 12 volt battery? 
A: An isolator is not a charger. Our product isolates the primary battery, allowing the auxiliary (12 volt) battery 
to charge when the engine is on and the alternator engaged. The auxiliary battery receives the same voltage as 
the primary battery, given the primary battery line voltage is above the cutout voltage. 

Q: What is the cut-out voltage for this isolator? 
A: Our isolator reads upstream voltage from the primary battery - the isolator will engage when the voltage of 
the primary battery is over 13.3 volts and disengage when the voltage of the primary battery is lower than 12.8 
volts isolating the start battery from the auxiliary system. 

Q: Are fuses required in standard systems? 
A: Fuses are not needed, as the isolator sits in between the batteries and most problems occur on either side 
of the batteries. However, many customers do use circuit breakers or fuses and we recommend 1 00A-140Amp 
fuse or breaker. 

Q: The isolator does not appear to be functioning - what is a simple troubleshooting method? 
A: Engage the isolator - voltage from the primary battery must exceed 13.3 volts. Ensure the auxiliary battery is 
disconnected, then verify the voltage of the auxiliary battery isolator post is almost the same as the start 
battery post. This test shows the isolator is passing voltage through it and functioning. 

Q: How do I proceed with a warranty claim? 
A: Contact info@keylinechargers.com with the order number and a brief description of the issue at hand. All of 
our isolators are backed by an industry leading 12-month warranty. 

Q: Can I use any size or type battery for the auxiliary battery, or does it have to match the start battery? 
A: You can use any type or size battery for your auxiliary battery and it does not have to match your start 
battery, as long as it is a 12 volt battery. 

Q: The isolator does not seem to be working because my battery died when I left my radio or headlights on, 
what is the problem? 
A: The isolator is working properly, but all accessories need to be connected exclusively through the auxiliary 
battery. Headlights, cigarette lighters and radios are all connected to the main electrical system and this 
isolator cannot protect the start battery in this setup. 
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